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Continent and far beyond its immediate conclusion.    It has
been described as " an important part of the great liberal
movement of the eighteenth century, a portent of dominion ^
Home  Rule,   and  a laboratory  of  imperial  and  federal
problems/'1    In England it stimulated the agitation for i- & straw-
Parliamentary Reform, and English and American Radicals cainmove-
were in regular correspondence.    There grew up the County ments*
Associations for Reform,  organised by Wyvill;  the  Con-
stitutional Society, the Society for Constitutional Informa-
tion, the Robin Hood Society, and the Supporters of the Bill
of Rights, all engineered by John Horne Tooke and Major
Cartwright.    These could effect little, especially when the
French Revolution turned English people violently against
Liberalism; but the success of the United States served as a
definite and lasting inspiration.
In Ireland, too, the Radical agitation against English
domination gathered fresh energy from the American example,
It is significant that Irish people between 1772 and 1774
fled to America at the rate of 10,000 a year,2 and it is not
surprising that Ireland should realise that her problem was
exactly that which the Americans had forced to a successful
issue — the problem of the subjection of a people to 'the
English Parliament and Privy Council, and the economic
subordination of their country to England.
Nor was the French Revolution unconnected with its s- on French ,/
~         ,	.	-	Revolution,
American predecessor. French contingents fought on the
colonial side by land and sea, and French soldiers and
sailors returned to cherish liberty as dearly at home as in
America: Lafayette, who fought at ' Yorktown, became an
organiser of French republican forces in the Revolution;
Tom Paine, who had contributed to the cause of liberty and
independence with Common Sense in 1776, became a deputy
in the French States-General, and wrote the Rights of Man
in 1791.
Equally important was the fact that the American Revolu- 4i and °^
tion was the i^se	ism.
IB-England.   At the basis of the American conflict lay the
1	Morison, Amer. RevoL, Sources, p. xi.
2	Coupland, Amer. RevoL and Brit. Emp., p. 101.

